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1.0 SUMMARY
The overallobjectiveof this two phase programis to developheat flux
sensorssuitablefor installationin hot sectionairfoilsof advancedaircraft
gas turbineengines. The first phase consistedof the design,fabrication,
calibrationand testingof two heat flux sensortypes. This will be followed
by an experimentwhere these and other measurementtechniqueswill be compared
in an atmosphericpressurecombustorrig test. This report discussesthe first
phase of the program.
A literaturesurvey and reviewof commerciallyavailablesensorswere
conductedto review the state-of-the-artof heat flux sensortechnology.
Conceptualdesignswere performedon severaltypes of heat flux sensorsfor
use on turbineairfoils.Preliminaryanalyseswere then performedon these
candidatedesignsand tests were run to determinethe thermoelectric
propertiesof varioussuperalloysused in turbineairfoils.Based on these
analysesand tests, one-dimensionalembeddedthermocouplesensorsand Gardon
gaugeswere identified,with concurrenceof NASA, as the most promising
candidates.Final designsincludingthermaland stress analyseswere performed
for these two sensor types. Sensorsof both types were fabricatedinto turbine
airfoils,calibrated,and endurancetested.The resultsfrom this phase of the
programare identifiedbelow.
o Sensorsof two types were fabricatedthat met the geometricand
fabricabilityrequirementsand could withstandthe hot section
environmentalconditions.
o Calibrationdata indicatesthat these sensorsyielded repeatable
resultsand have the potentialto meet the accuracygoal of measuring
local heat flux to within 5%.
o Thermalcycle tests and thermal soak tests indicatedthat the sensors
are capableof survivingextendedperiodsof exposureto the
environmentalconditionsin the turbinewithoutsignificant
calibration change.
o Severe non-one-dimensionalheat flow causes problemsin calibration
of the sensors.These problemsare being investigated.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Designing durable turbine airfoils which use a minimum amount of cooling air
(and are, therefore, more efficient and economical) requires detailed know-
ledge of heat flux characteristics within the hot section of advanced aircraft
gas turbine engines. Considerable development has been done on both low and
high temperature heat flux sensors for such diverse purposes as basic boundary
layer experiments, solar power and energy conservation investigations,
research on thermal protection systems for advanced aircraft and spacecraft,
and application in advanced aircraft combustors. None of those applications
combines the requirement for materials compatibility, miniaturization, and
survivability in a hostile environment that is necessary for a viable turbine
airfoil heat flux sensor. Due to the inherent limitations of current sensors,
it has been impossible to collect hard empirical data relating to the heat
transfer taking place in operating turbine airfoils in aircraft gas turbine
engines. As an undesirable alternative, investigators have been forced to rely
on heat flux predictions derived from ad hoc analytical models. These models
are themselves unverifiable due to the very lack of empirical data they seek
to remedy.
From this situation, the importance of accurate and durable heat flux sensors
in the development of advanced gas turbine engines becomes apparent. The
development of these sensors would provide a diagnostic tool enabling the
modification and verification of analytical procedures used to design improved
durability and longer life turbine airfoils. These, in turn, would promote a
longer component life while minimizing the amount of cooling required, thus
advancing fuel efficiency and maintenance economy.
To address the requirement for heat flux sensors suitable for use on turbine
airfoils, this development effort was initiated at Pratt & Whitney under the
NASAHot Section Technology (HOST) program. The objectives of this program are
to first developheat flux sensorsfor gas turbineengine turbineblades and
vanes and then to demonstratea varietyof heat transfermeasurementmethods
on a test piece of simple geometryin an atmosphericpressurecombustorrig.
This report describesthe first phase of that contract,sensor development.
In the developmentof heat flux sensorsfor turbineairfoils,some unique
problemsmust be solved.The material used must be compatiblewith the cast
nickel and cobalt base materials and the MCrAIY coatings used in modern
turbine airfoils. The sensors must survive and operate in an extremely hostile
environment with regard to temperature, pressure, cycling and, in the case of
turbine blades, centrifugal loading. It is necessary to design very small
sensors to minimize the impact of the temperature gradient across the surface
of the sensor and to obtain the spatial resolution required of the measure-
ment. The specific goals of the contract were to develop sensors with a
spatial resolution of better than 0.15 mmand an accuracy of + 5%. These
sensors were to be suitable for use over heat flux levels of IT.3 to 4.5
megawatts/meters 2, at temperatures to 1250K, pressures to 40 atmospheres,
Mach numbers to 1.0, and under the vibrational and centrifugal loading
conditions that exist in modern gas turbine engines.
Since these heat flux sensorsare being designedto measure the local heat
transferconditionsthat existedover hot sectionsurfacesprior to sensor
installation,the presenceof the sensorsmust not significantlyaffect the
local heat transferrate. This requiresthat the thermalpropertiesof the
sensormust not deviategreatlyfrom that of the host airfoil. In addition,
r the sensorsmust be designedto be installedflush with the airfoilwall to
maintain aerodynamicintegrityand avoid disturbingthe hot side boundary
layer. Finally,once the sensorshavebeen constructed,methodsmust be
developedto obtain accuratesensorcalibrations.
3.0 SURVEY AND EVALUATIONOF HEAT FLUX SENSOR CONCEPTS
A surveywas conductedto identifysensor types that have the potentialfor
meeting the requirementsfor the measurementof heat flux on hot section
airfoils.This survey consistedof a literaturesearch,consultationwith
authoritiesin the field of heat transfermeasurement,and a review of
commerciallyavailablesensors.A test programwas also initiatedto evaluate
the suitabilityof advanceairfoilsuperalloysfor use as thermoelectric
materials.
3.1 LITERATURESURVEY
A computerassistedliteraturesurveywas performedto identifythe state-of-
the-artin heat flux sensor development.This surveywas conductedthroughthe
United TechnologiesResearchCenter libraryusing interlibraryloans on
requestedmaterials.Also reviewedwere materialsgatheredin a literature
survey for a previouscontract,(Referencel). The new search includedheat
flux work on blades and vanes. A completelistingof the literaturereviewed
is containedin AppendixA.
In most of the literature,heat transfercoefficientswere calculatedfrom
measurementsof gas and metal temperaturesrather than being directly
measured.Both transientand steady state sensorshave been used (Ref. 2).
Where directmeasurementshave been made most of these directmeasurementsof
heat fluxes reportedwere conductedwith thin film transducersat low
temperatures. One directmeasurementat high temperature,Dunn and Hause
(Ref. 12), measured heat flux using a thin film heat flux gauge constructedof
platinumpaintedon a Pyrex insulatingsubstratewith a magnesiumfluoride
vapor depositedcoatingas a protectionagainstabrasion.The sensor,
classifiedas a transientsensor,was then attachedto turbinecomponents
using epoxy and used at high temperatures.Other transientsensorsinclude
calorimeters, thin foil heat flux sensors and one-dimensional transient heat
flux sensors. One of the disadvantages of these sensors is that they require a
step change in net heat flux to the sensor to yield data. Under steady state
conditions, or under transients that are slow compared to sensor response
time, these sensors yield no data.
Steady state sensors are sensors whose operation are based on heat conduction
through a thermal barrier. One-dimensional steady state sensors determine heat
flux by measuring the temperature differential across a material of known
thermal conductivity. These sensors, which the literature search indicated
were the most feasible for the turbine airfoil application, include the Gardon
gauge sensors, one-dimensional steady-state laminated sensors and the thin
foil sensors. The thin foil sensors are, however, only applicable to low
temperature use and are therefore not of interest for this program. The steady
state heat flux sensors for use at high temperature conditions, discussed by
Atkinson and Strange (Ref. I), are the most likely candidates for turbine
blade and vane installations.
During the literature survey, discussions were held with a wide range of
authorities in the field of heat flux measurement. These included experts
within educational institutions, industry, and the government. While these
experts were in agreement with the desirability of steady state heat flux
sensors for use on hot section airfoils, none were aware of the existence of
such a high temperature, high pressure sensor.
4
3.2 SURVEY OF COMMEPCIALLYAVAILABLEHEAT FLUX SENSORS
In parallelwith the literaturesurvey,a surveywas conductedof the
commerciallyavailableheat flux sensorsto determineif any of these sensors
would be suitablefor adaptionto the turbineblade and vane application.A
wide range of transientand steady state sensorsare available.Thin
nonperturbingsensorswere identifiedthat are being used for relativelylow
temperatureboundarylayer experiments.There also are high temperature
sensorsavailablefor energy conversionstudiesand investigationin high
temperaturefurnaces.No commerciallyavailablesensorswere, however,
identifiedthat had all the characteristicsof high temperaturecapability,
extreme ruggedness,nonperturbingqualities,and small size demandedby the
turbinehlade and vane application.
3.3 THERMOELECTRICTESTS ON SUPERALLOYS
Severalof the proposedsensor designsused airfoilmaterialsas a portionof
the thermoelectriccircuit.A seriesof thermoelectrictests was, therefore,
run on variousturbineblade and vanematerialsto determinethe suitability
of these materialsas thermocoupleelementsto be used in the fabricationof
heat flux sensors.The tests were run by taking sampleswith large length to
diameterratiosand installinga Chromel/Alumelthermocoupleat each end. One
end of the sample was heatedwhile the other was held at ambienttemperature.
Figure 3.3-I shows a schematicof that test procedure.The two end tempera-
tures plus the differentialoutput betweenthe Alumelwires were recorded
during test. The output from the two Alumelwires was representativeof the
output of the samplematerial versus Alumel referredto the ambient
temperature.This value was then correctedto a 273°F referencetemperature.
l CHROMEL
I I ALUMEL
J _ ALUMEL
CHROMEL
TESTSPECIMEN
I
HOTSIDE THERMOCOUPLE COLDSIDE THERMOCOUPLE
HIGH TEMPERATUREFURNACE
Figure 3.3-I ThermoelectricTest Schematic
The materialstested are listed in Table 3.3-I. All of the nickel base blade
alloys and cobalt base vane alloys tested exhibitedstabilitywith time and
temperatureto 1250K, and producedmillivoltoutputsversus Alumel that make
them acceptableas thermocoupleelements.
Curves showingthe thermoelectriccharacteristicsof the varioushot section
alloys are includedin AppendixC. For ease of comparisonwith data in the
literature,the output of the alloys is presentedversus platinum.The output
versus platinumwas calculatedfrom the test data and the Alumel versus
platinumthermoelectric referencetables.
A discussionof the stability,magnitude,and uncertaintyof the
thermoelectricpropertiesof hot-sectionmaterialsappearsin reference50.
TABLE 3.3-I
HOTSECTIONMATERIALSFORWHICHTHERMOELECTRICDATAWASOBTAINED
Nickel Base Materials Cobalt Base Materials
Alloy 454 (PWA1480) Mar-M-509 (PWA647)
B-1900 (PWA663) WI-52 (PWA653)
B-1900 + Hf (PWA1455)
Hastelloy-X (PWA1038)
Inconel 792 (PWA1456)
Inconel713C (PWA 655)
Mar-M-247 (PWA 1447)
Mar-M-200+ Hf (PWA 1422)
4.0 HEAT FLUX SENSORDESIGN
Followingthe evaluationof the varioussensortypes, two types of steady
state heat flux sensorswere chosen by NASA to be designed for use in turbine
_ blades and vanes. These were embeddedthermocouplesensorsand Gardon Gauge
sensors.
4.1 MECHANICALDESIGN
The embeddedthermocouplesensorsrequireinstallationof lead wires in both
the hot and cold side of the airfoilwall. In order to maximize thermocouple
wire size to increase durabilitywhile keepingthe requiredslots small, these
sensorswere designedwith three singleconductorswagedwires. Figure 4.l-I
illustratesthe design for the embeddedthermocouplesensors. In this design,
both an Alumel and Chromelwire are embeddedin the cold side of the blade or
vane and an Alumelwire is embeddedon the hot side. The sensor output is
obtainedas a differentialsignal from the Alumel wires. The Chromel/Alumel
thermocoupleyields a referencetemperature.
The Gardon Gauge sensorsrequireinstallationof lead wires on only the cold
side of the airfoil. In order to minimizemachining,these sensorswere
designedwith a single sheathedthree conductorcable. Figure4.1-2 shows
schematicfor the Gardon Gauge sensors.For this design,two Alumelwires and
one Chromelwire are installedin a single sheath that was embeddedin the
cold side surface.This uniq_uethree conductorcable was producedto our
specificationsby Idaho LabsI. A cavity is electro-machinedinto the
airfoil.One Alumel lead is attachedto the bottom center of the cavity; the
other Alumel lead and the Chromellead are attachedto the wall of the cavity
near the bottom.Sensor output is obtainedfrom the two Alumel wires, while a
referencetemperatureis obtainedfrom the Chromeland Alumelwires attached
to the wall. The cavitymade for the Gardon Gauge is filledwith a ceramic
cement which providesaerodynamicintegrityon the cold side as well as
supportand oxidationprotectionfor the fine thermocouplewires.
4.2 THERMALAND STRESS ANALYSIS
Thermal analyseswere performedon both the Gardon Gauge and embedded
thermocouplesensorsusing the Pratt & WhitneyThermalCalculation(TCAL)
program.This programperforms three-dimensionalfinite differenceheat
transferanalyses.The programallowsmaterial properties(thermal
conductivityand specificheat) to vary with temperatureand allows both
transientand steady state analysesto be performed.A comparisonwith the
more complexSTAN5 boundarylayer programunder a previousNASA contract (Ref.
l) showed that TCAL was an accuratecost effectivetool for sensor screening.
l Idaho LaboratoriesCorporation
2101 HemmertAvenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
This programwas used to analyticallyinvestigatevariationsin the dimensions
and geometryof the instrumentationin order to optimizethe sensor designs.
For purposesof this analysis,both steady-stateand transientconditionswere
imposed.The hot and cold side boundaryconditionswere chosen to give
representativeheat fluxes and airfoiltemperatures.
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Figure 4.l-I Schematicof the EmbeddedThermocoupleHeat Flux Sensor
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Figure 4.1-2 Schematicof the Gardon Gauge Heat Flux Sensor
4.2.1 Steady-stateHeat TransferAnalysis
The two steady-statecases analyzedwere a high heat flux case and a low heat
flux case. For the high heat flux case, boundaryconditionswere chosen to
give a heat flux into the unperturbedsurfaceof = 5.0xlO6 W/m2 and an
averageairfoiltemperatureof _ 1255K. The conditionschosenwere:
Hot Side h = 7.3 kW/m2K
tgas = 2030K
Cold Side h = 12.5 kW/m2K
tgas = 755K
For the low heat flux case, boundarycondition_wer_ chosen to give a heatflux into the unperturbedsurfaceof _ 6.3xi0 W/m_ and an airfoil
temperatureof = lllSK. The conditionschosenwere:
Hot Side h = 1.9 kW/m2K
tgas = 2030K
Cold Side h = 2.7 kW/m2K
tgas = 865K
The material propertiesused throughoutthese analysesare tabulatedin
AppendixB.
A steady state analysiswas conductedfor the embeddedthermocouplesensor
installedinto a MAR-M-509airfoilto simulatea turbinevane installation.
The airfoilthicknessused was 1.14 mm, which is a typicalvalue for airfoil
walls. The grooveswere modeledas 0.25mm squareswith 0.25 mm swaged
thermocouplewires installedin the grooves.At the lower heat flux, the
thermalperturbationwas less than IK in the area of the thermocouplejunction
while at the higher heat flux a 4K perturbationwas calculated.Figures4.2-I
and 4.2-2 show the thermalprofilesacross the sensor predictedfor the two
cases. Sensor output for the lower heat flux was calculatedto be 0.366
millivoltsand the sensitivitywas O.532pV/kW/m2. For the higher heat flux
case the output and sensitivitywas calculatedto be 2.528 millivoltsand
0.516_V/kW/mL, respectively.The heat flux into the airfoilwith the sensor
installedwas comparedwith the heat flux into the airfoilprior to sensor
installation.The differencein both cases was negligible(<0.3%) and
producednegligibleerrors in the heat flux measurement.
The embeddedthermocoupleconfigurationwill remainthe same for all heat flux
ranges. The Gardon Gauge sensor,however,must be optimizedfor each heat flux
condition.The Gardon Gauge configurationchosen for this analysisincludeda
0.038 mm thick foil on the hot side in an MAR-M-509airfoilwith a total wall
thicknessof 1.14 mm. This was done in order to obtain a useful output from
the sensorat low heat fluxes.The design for a high heat flux conditionwould
use a thicker foil. The trade-offbetweenthermalperturbationsand sensor
output are determinedby changing the foil dimensions.The sensor outputmay
be increasedby increasingthe diameteror depth of the GardonGauge cavity.
This ability to increasesensoroutput can be importantespeciallyfor
rotatingcomponentswhere the signal from the heat flux sensormust be
transmittedthrougha slip ring or a telemetrypackage.The increasein sensor
output is, however,accompaniedby an increasein thermalperturbationand the
accompanyingsensor error. This tradeoffshouldbe carefullyconsideredfor
each sensor insta_latiRn.The configurationchosenwas optimizedfor fluxeson
the order of 3xlO° W/m_. This is representativeof the levels anticipated
in the cylinder in crossflowexperimentrequiredunder the contractas well as
the low heat flux sectionof some hot sectionairfoils.
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The maximum hot side thermalperturbationintroducedby the Gardon Gauge for
the low heat flux case was 17K. Figure4.2-3 shows the thermalprofileacross
the sensor.The sensoroutput was calculatedto be 0.573 millivoltsand the
sensitivitywas 0.899 /_V/KW/M2. The heat flux into the airfoilwith the
sensor installedwas comparedwith the heat flux into the airfoilprior to
sensorinstallation.The maximum differencewas 5.1% at the center of the
Gardon Gauge foil. This resultsin a sensor error of -3.5% for these test
conditions.
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Figure 4.2-3 Gardon Gauge Perturbationsat Low Heat Flux
The above analyseswere repeatedfor both the embeddedthermocoupleand Gardon
Gauge sensormounted in a blade of Alloy 454 (PWA-1480).The geometrywas kept
identicalto the cases discussedabove; only the airfoilmaterialwas changed.
The resultswere very similarto those for the vane alloy. The baseline
temperatureschangedslightlydue to the slightlylower thermalconductivity
of Alloy 454 versusMAR-M-509but the magnitudeof the perturbationresulting
from the heat flux sensor installationshowedno significantchange.
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A steady-stateanalysiswas performedto determinethe validityof the
- assumptionthat the blade could be modeled as a flat plate internally.A
comparisonwas made betweenthe thermaland heat flux profilesfor a flat
plate and a plate with turbulators.Two comparisonswere conducted.The first
_ used a constantheat transfercoefficienton the cold side and the second used
an imposedheat transfercoefficientgradientbetweenturbulators.This
gradientwas from availableP&W test data. Both cases indicatedthat the
internalblade or vane profilecould be modeled as a flat plate for the sensor
area with negligibleerror.
4.2.2 TransientHeat TransferAnalysis
Transientcases were run throughthe TCAL programto determinethe feasibility
of using transientslug calorimetersas an alternativesensortype. The
airfoilchosen for analysiswas a MAR-M-509vane with a wall thicknessof 1.14
mm. A sectionof the airfoilwall was used for the slug calorimeter.The
airfoilwas initiallyovercooled,and the transientwas createdby modelingan
abrupt cut off of the coolant air. The conditionsused for the analysisare
given in Table 4.2-I, and the resultingthermaltransientis shown in Figure
4.2-4. At an airfoiltemperatureof = llSOK the rate of change of airfoil
temperaturewould be approximately37 K/sec. While this is a rapid change,
this sort of transientis within the measuringcapabilitiesof modern data
systems.The resultsindicatethat transientsensorsmight be a possible
alternative.The transientsensorswould probablyonly be used in vanes which
are nonrotating.The cooling to the vanes can be varied relativelyeasily
whereas the coolingcould not easily be changedto the rotatingblades.
TABLE 4.2-I
BOUNDARY CONDITIONSFOR TRANSIENTHEAT FLUX ANALYSES
Initialcondition
h hot side 7.0 kW/m2K
T hot side gas 1477 K
h cold side 5.3 kW/m2K
T cold side gas 866 K
At time t = 0.9 sec, the cold side heat transfercoefficientwas changedto 0
kW/m2K.
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Figure 4.2-4 Resultsof TransientHeat Flux SensorAnalysis
4.2.3 Stress Analysis
When a heat flux sensor is installedin a blade or vane, thermalperturbations
are introduced.The resultingthermalexpansionswill result in thermally
induced airfoilstressesand ultimatelythermallyinduced airfoilstrain.
These considerationsare especiallyimportantfor turbinebladeswhich are
alreadyhighly loaded due to centrifugaleffects.
A worst case conditionwould exist if there was a sharp thermalgradientat
the edge of the sensor area. In that case the maximum shear stress at the edge
of sensor is given by:
T= I/2AT _E
Where
= Shear Stress
AT = TemperatureDrop Across the Sensor
= Modulus of Elongation
E = Young'sModulus
The worst case thermalperturbationswill take place if a Gardon Gauge
designed for a relativelylow heat flux were run in a high heat flux
condition.Such a case was used for the stressanalysis.
Calculationsfor blade and vane materialsyielded thermalstressesof 23.2 MPa
and 41.8 rAPa,respectively.These stressesyielded an increasein strain of
0.03%. This representsa ten percentincreasein the airfoildesignstrain of
0.3%. Such an increasewould cause a slight decreasein airfoillife hut is
not a concern for parts that will be run only in experimentalengines.
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5.0 FABRICATIONOF HEATFLUX SENSORS
The same general procedure would be used for the fabrication of heat flux
sensors into any airfoil. This general procedure will be described followed by
- a description of the sensors fabricated into test pieces for this contract.
5.1 GENERALFABRICATIONPROCEDURE
Both the embedded thermocouple sensor and the Gardon Gauge sensor selected for
development are fabricated into the airfoil wall. The embedded thermocouple
sensor is formed by machining a groove into the hot side wall and two grooves
into the cold side wall to accept the thermocouple wires. The grooves are cut
by electrical discharge machining and are 0.3 mmwide and 0.3 mmdeep. At the
thermocouple junction end of the groove, the depth is reduced to 0.13 mm to
keep the thermocouple junction as close to the surface as possible. The
thermocouple junctions are directly opposite each other on the airfoil wall
and the grooves are approximately 90 degrees apart to reduce the structural
impact. In the case of the rotating blades, the leadwires are routed in a
serpentine pattern to accommodate the centrifugal loading on the wires. The
thermocouple wire used is 0.25 mmdiameter single conductor swaged Chromel and
Alumel wire. The swaged thermocouple wires are installed in the grooves and
held in place by fillet wires of Chromel P which are resistance welded in
place. After the thermoelectric junctions are made by resistance welding, the
area around the thermocouple junction is filled with powdered MgOinsulation
material to protect the thermoelectric junctions. A Hastelloy-X cap is then
welded over the sensing area, and the entire groove is filled with Chromel P
fillet wire. After the wires are installed, the area is smoothed by hand to
restore the aerodynamic integrity.
The Gardon Gauge sensor is fabricated by machining a cavity 1.5 mmin diameter
into the cold side surface to a depth that leaves a sensor foil of the desired
thickness at the the bottom of the cavity. A groove is machined into the cold
side wall for the leadwire that is 0.55 mmwide and 0.55 mmdeep. In the case
of rotating blades, the leadwire routing is in a serpentine pattern to
accommodate the centrifugal loading on the wires. The wire used to fabricate
these sensors is a three conductor swaged wire 0.5 mmin diameter with two
Alumel and one Chromel conductor. The thermocouple wire is installed in the
channel utilizing the technique discussed above using Chromel P as a fillet
wire. One Alumel wire is attached by resistance welding in the center at the
bottom of the cavity. The other Alumel wire is attached to the sidewall of the
cavity at the bottom and is oriented in the direction where the minimum
temperature gradient is anticipated. The Chromel wire is attached to the
sidewall of the cavity directly opposite the Alumel wire and is also located
near the bottom of the cavity. After the thermocouple junctions are made, the
cavity is filled with M-Bond GAIO0ceramic cement. This cement provides both
structural protection and oxidation resistance for the small wires. After the
ceramic is given an oven cure, the surface is smoothed by hand to restore the
aerodynamic i ntegri ty.
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In the generationof the designsfor the heat flux sensors,considerationwas
given to maintainingthe structuraland aerodynamicintegrityof the airfoils.
These same considerationswere appliedto the installationof the sensorsinto
the airfoils.The sensor designschosen for this work dictatethat we must
have access to the insidewall of the airfoilto install the heat flux sensors.
For vanes, it was consideredfeasibleto removea sectionof the vane wall
oppositethe proposedsensor location.This providesa window throughwhich
the sensor can be installed.If the window is removedusing electrical
dischargemachining,the width of the cut can be held to 0.13 ram.After the
instrumentationis installed,the window can be reinstalledin the vane by
Heliarcwelding. The weld junctionis then smoothedby hand to restorethe
aerodynamicintegrityof the vane surface.
For rotatingblades,the conceptof using a large window in the surface
representsa compromiseof the structuralintegrityof the blade. Access
throughthe wall can be obtainedwhile maintainingstructuralintegrityby a
series of holes no larger than 2.5 mm in diameteralong the path of the
leadwire.However,the machiningcannot be accomplishedthroughthese holes
and the abilityto installinstrumentationis severelylimited.For these
reasonstwo piece bonded blades were chosen for test pieces.
5.2 FABRICATIONOF TEST HARDWARE
These two piece blades were engine airfoilmanufacturedfrom Mar-_!-2OO+Hf(PWA
1422). Two sensorswere installedin the suctionside of each test blade, one
in a forwardcavity where the blade wall thicknesswas =I.07 mm and one in a
rear cavity where the blade thicknesswas =I.37 mm. The l.5 mm diameter
Gardon Gauge foil thicknesschosen for these sensorswas 0.38 mm. The
relativelythin foil was chosen to give reasonableoutput at relativelylow
heat flux levels.The use of two piece blades allowedinstallationof the
instrumentationon the blade half prior to assemblingthe blade. The normal
method of joiningthe blade halvesis to use transientliquid phase (TLP)
bonding.A previousstudy conductedby P&W indicatedthat thermocouple
installationswould not survivethe TLP bond cycle of 20 hrs at 1475 K. The
TLP bond is requiredfor servicehardwareto producea long low cycle fatigue
life. It was decidedthat the instrumentedblade would not requirea long low
cycle fatiguelife in an experimentalinstallation,and alternativemethods of
joiningthe blade halves,such as a lower temperaturebraze materialor
Heliarcwelding,could be considered.The strengthof the bond is not critical
and bond failurewould not resultin loss of structuralintegrityof the
blade. In a separateexperiment,instrumentedblade halves were joined with a
1200K braze and demonstratedthat this method is feasiblefor joining
experimentalinstrumentedblades.
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For test purposes under this contract, the blade halves were joined together
by tack welding small metal strips around the periphery of the blade. This
method of joining the blade halves permitted the blades to be disassembled for
inspection or repair of the heat flux sensors. Installation of heat flux
sensor in a blade to be run in an engine would reauire that the lead wires be
embedded from the sensor location to the root of the blade in order to protect
the leads from centrifugal loading and the hot side gas stream. The leads for
these test blades were only embedded for a distance of 1 to 2 cm from the
sensor. This minimized machining and assembly cost and increased the
repairability of the test sensors.
Figures 5.2-I through 5.2-5 show a sequence of photographs taken during
installation of embedded thermocouple sensor. A similar sequence for the
Gardon Gauge sensor is shown in Figure 5.2-6 through 5.2-9.
Figure 5.2-I EmbeddedThermocouple Sensor - First of Two Grooves Eloxed Into
Internal Blade Wall for Heat Flux Sensor Wire Installation
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Figure 5.2-2 EmbeddedThermocoupleSensor - Chromeland Alumel Leads
Installedin Blade InsideSurfaceRear Cavity
Figure 5.2-3 EmbeddedThermocoupleSensor - Chromeland Alumel Leads
Installationin Blade InsideSurface ForwardCavity
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Figure 5.2-4 EmbeddedThermocouple Sensor - Alumel Wire Installed in Blade
Hot Side Surface. IThe wire is covered by a thin foil after
emerging from surface for protection during calibration.)
Figure 5.2-5 Assembled Blade with Two EmbeddedThermocouple Sensors Installed
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Figure 5.2-6 Gardon Gauge Sensor - Cavity and GrooveEloxed into Internal
Blade Wall for Heat Flux Sensor
Figure5.2-7 GardonGaugeSensor- ThreeConductorWire Installed
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Figure 5.2-8 Gardon Gauge Sensor - Ceramic Cement in Place
Figure 5.2-9 Assembled Blade with Two Gardon Gauge Sensors Installed
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6.0 CALIBRATIONANDLABORATORYTESTING
After fabrication, a program was undertaken to provide calibrations of the
heat flux sensors to determine the output versus transmitted heat flux
relationship and to provide durability testing of the sensors when subjected
to thermal cycle and thermal soak conditions. A quartz lamp bank test facility
was used for all testing and the airfoils were cooled with internal cooling
air. The heat source was a quartz lamp bank with six parallel quartz halogen
bulbs each rated at 6 kW. The bulbs are 25.4 cm long and the width of the lamp
assembly is 7.6 cm. This lamp assembly is capable of producing a maximum heat
flux incident on the sensors of 1.7 MW/m2. During routine operation, the
lamp is operated to approximately 1.0 MW/m2 to maximize lamp life.
A photograph of the lamp face is shown in Figure 6.0-I. The reflector on the
lamp is water cooled and the bulbs are air cooled to permit continuous
operation. The airfoil under test is positioned below the lamp and is
surrounded with polished water-cooled shields to concentrate the energy onto
the airfoil. This shielding arrangement is shown in Figures 6,0-2 through
6.0-4. The airfoil is positioned so that the surface of the sensor area is
parallel to the plane of the lamps and as close to the lamps as possible. The
polished shields are adjustable to accommodate the various airfoil
orientations. The heat flux output of the lamp is monitored by a reference
heat flux sensor mounted in the shield. After the shields are positioned for a
parti cul ar ai rfoi I ori entati on, the ai rfoi I i s removed from the I amp assembly
and a second reference sensor is mounted in the same location as the airfoil
sensor. A calibration of the assembly is then performed to determine the
relationship between the heat flux incident at the blade location to that at
the reference sensor location. This relationship is used to correct the data
measured by the reference sensor during the blade calibration. The position of
the two reference sensors is exchanged and the calibration is repeated to
eliminate any bias on the reference sensor calibrations. An overall view of
the rig is shown in Figure 6.0-5. A probe was also fabricated to measure the
convective heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the airfoil. The probe
consists of an 12R heater assembly with a thin foil heat flux sensor
laminated on the surface. This probe was used to measure the heat transfer
coefficient resulting from both free air convection and lamp coolant air
leakage on the airfoil surface, and the measured value was used in the
calculation of the heat losses from the sensor surface.
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Figure 6.0-I Lamp Face of the Quartz Lamp
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Figure 6.0-2 Calibration Setup Showing Assembled Blade in the Quartz Lamp
Facility and Arrangement of the Reflectors
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Figure 6.0-3 Quartz Lamp FacilityShieldingArrangement
Figure 6.0-4 Quartz Lamp FacilityShieldingArrangement
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Figure 6.0-5 Overall View of Quartz Lamp Rig
The data from the calibrationsis acquiredwith a microcomputerbased data
acquisitionsystem. The system,shown in Figure 6.0-6,consistsof a computer,
scanner,voltmeter,disk storageand a printer.The computercontrolsthe lamp
assemblyand coolingair and automaticallyacquiresthe data in a prescribed
sequence.The data at each calibrationpoint is output to the printerand is
also stored on the disk for later data analysisand plotting.
Figure 6.0-6 Data AcquisitionSystem for the Quartz Lamp Facility
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6.1 SENSORCALIBRATIONS
In our initial attempts to calibrate the heat flux sensors fabricated into
blade halves, we tried to calibrate the blade half with impingement cooling on
the back of the sensor. It was found that the calibration data obtained with
impingement cooling was not repeatable between calibration runs. Subsequent
investigation revealed that the sensor output was extremely dependent on the
relative positioning of the blade half and the cooling nozzle. This dependency
is believed to be due to both the curvature of the blade wall and the internal
structure of the blade protruding off the rear face. Slight changes in the
angle of incidence of the cooling air produced large changes in the thermal
profile of the airfoil wall. As a result of this testing, it was determined
that valid calibration data could be obtained only by assembly of the blades
and cooling the airfoil by passing air through the internal coolant passages.
For calibration purposes, the blade halves were joined together by tack
welding thin metal straps at numerous locations. This method of attachment
makes it possible to easily separate the blade halves to inspect or repair the
sensors. The cooling air is fed to the blades through the root section, passes
through the internal passages of the blade and is exhausted through the
trailing edge slot. The blade was coated with "Zynolyte IO00F Hi-Temp''2
black paint to provide a constant known emittance of 0.89 for calibration.
The calibrations were conducted under two sets of conditions; varying incident
heat load at a constant sensor temperature and varying incident heat load at
constant blade coolant flow. The heat flux transmitted through the airfoil
wall was calculated by determining the heat absorbed and subtracting the heat
losses from the front face by convection and reradiation. The absorbed heat
flux is equal to the incident heat flux as measured by the reference sensor,
corrected to the test sensor location, times the emittance of the airfoil
surface. The convective loss is equal to the convection heat transfer
coefficient as measured with the convective probe times the temperature
differential between the sensor surface and the ambient air temperature. The
reradiation loss is the emittance times the difference in the fourth powers of
the sensor surface temperature and the sink temperature. The sink temperature
was experimentally determined as 394K for this calculation. The calibration
data was then normalized to a constant sensor temperature of IISOK. This
normalization analytically accounts for the changes in thermal conductivity
with temperature and the changes in thermoelectric output with temperature. A
detailed error analysis of this calibration procedure was presented in
Reference 1 and will not be reported here.
Four blades were fabricated with two heat flux sensors in each blade. Two
blades were instrumented with embedded thermocouples and two blades were
instrumented with Gardon gauge sensors. The calibration results on these
sensors are presented in Figures 6.1-I to 6.1-8.
2Zynolite Products Company
15700 South Avalon
Compton, CA 90224
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Figure 6.1-2 CalibrationData for EmbeddedThemocouple Sensor
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Figure 6.1-3 CalibrationData for Gardon Gauge Sensor
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Figure 6.1-5 CalibrationData for Gardon Gauge Sensor
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Figure 6.1-6 CalibrationData for Gardon Gauge Sensor
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When the data was normalizedit was found that the calibrationdata from
varyingtemperaturesdoes not always collapseperfectlyonto the data from
• constant temperature.This is an indicationthat there is non-one-directional
flow throughthe sensorsas a result of temperaturegradientsacross the
sensor area. These gradientsarise from the non-uniformcoolingcreatedby the
coolingpassagesinternalto the blades.During the calibrationtesting,it
was also noted that at certaincoolantflows the output of the sensor changed
dramaticallywith small changesin coolantflow. This effectwas traced to a
separationof the blade halves by internalpressurization.The halveswere not
rigidlyattachedtogetherand tended to open when sufficientinternalpressure
was achieved.When the blades opened,coolingair spilledover the internal
ribs betweencoolingpassages.This in turn caused a change in the cooling
pattern and in the thermalprofileon the blade surface.The change in
temperatureprofileresultedin a changein the amount of non-one-directional
flow and affectedsensor output.This effect is most apparentin the sensors
locatedin the center coolingcavity and as expected had very little effect on
the sensorsmountedin the trailingedge cavity.
To confirm this effect,a series of thermographictests were run in front of
the quartz lamp bank on a pair of blades,one firmly brazed together,and the
other held togetherwith tack welded strips.The resultsof those tests are
shown in Figure 6.1-9. The lamp was set at a constantoutput, and data was
taken at three flow levels for each blade. The coolant flow for the brazed
hlade passed throughthe intervalcoolant passagesand exited throughthe
blade trailingedge. The resistancewelded blade had the same flow passages
but allowedleakageof some coolant air through the blade tip and leading
edge. This resultedin a differencein thermalpatternbetweenthe two blades.
The tack welded blade ran cooler at the leadingedge due to leakageof cooling
air throughthat area. The trailingedge of the tack welded blade ran hotter
since less coolantair passed throughthat area due to the leakage from the
leadingedge and tip. Data could not be taken under actual calibration
conditionsdue to lack of opticalaccess to the rig. The data above, however,
clearlyshows that calibrationtechniquesfor heat flux sensorsin airfoils
must considerthe effect of non-one-dimensionalheat flow if optimumaccuracy
is to be obtained.
6.2 THERMALCYCLINGTESTS
The heat flux sensorsused on turbineairfoilsmay be exposed to several
thermalcycles.These cyclesmay result either from repeatedstart and
shutdowncycles or as the result of engine or rig power lever movements.Tests
were, therefore,conductedto evaluatethe affect of thermalcyclingon the
survivabilityof the heat flux sensors.These tests were conductedin the same
quartz Iamp test facility used for sensor calibration. A thermalcycle
consistedof turningon the quartz lamp bank and r_pidlyheatingthe sensor to
~1200K with a transmittedheat flux of ~570 kW/m_. This conditionwas held
for 2 minutes.The heat sourcewas then shut down and the sensorwas rapidly
cooled to near room temperaturefor 4 minutes. This processwas repeatedfor a
total of 50 cycles.Data were automaticallyacquiredtwice during each cycle,
- once 1.8 minutes after the quartz lamp bank was turned on, and again 3.5
minutes after it was turned off.
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Figure 6.1-9 ThermographicTest Results for TurbineBlades
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One sensor of each type was subjectedto the thermalcycle tests, the leading
edge embeddedthermocouplesensor on blade one, and the trailingedge Gardon
" Gauge sensor on blade two. Both sensorssurvivedthroughthe full fifty cycles
of the tests. Figure 6.2-I shows a comparisonof the pre-testand post-test
calibrationresultsfor the embeddedthermocouplesensor.Figure 6.2-2 shows
- the sensor sensitivity(outputper unit heat flux transmitted)as a function
of cycle number.This same informationis shown for the Gardon Gauge sensorin
Figures6.2-3 and 6.2-4. It can be seen that while there is some cycle to
cycle variability,both sensorsshow good agreementbetweenthe pre-testand
post-testcalibrations.This data combinedwith a visual inspectionindicates
that the thermalcyclingproducesno seriousdegradationof either the
embeddedthermocoupleor Gardon Gauge sensors.
1400 EMBEDDED THERMOCOUPLE SENSOR - SERIRL NUMBER - D-BL-I-LE-3
Figure6.2-I Pre-and Post-ThermalCycleTestCalibrationDataforthe
EmbeddedThermocoupleSensor
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6.3 THERMALSOAK TESTS
In additionto thermalcycling,sensorssuitablefor use on hot section
airfoilsmust be capable of survivingfor extended periodsof time at elevated
temperatures.Tests were conductedto evaluatethe affectof high temperature
thermalaging on the survivabilityand durabilityof the sensors.These tests
were conductedin the quartz lamp test facility.After the turbineblade
sensorwas installedin the test facility,the quartzlamp was turned on and
the sensor ramped to a temperatureof ~1200K with a transmittedheat flux of
~570 kW/m2. The sensorwas maintainedunder these conditionsfor a period
of lO hours with the data being automaticallyacquiredevery I/4 hour. At the
end of the lO hour test, the sensorwas rapidlycooled to room temperature.
One sensor of each type was subjectedto the thermalsoak test program.These
were the same two sensorsthat had previouslysurvivedthe thermalcycle
testin@.Both sensors survivedthe full ten hour test. Figure 6.3-I shows a
comparlsonof the pre-testand post-testcalibrationresultsfor the embedded
thermocouplesensor and Figure 6.3-2 shows the sensor sensitivityas a
functionof time throughoutthe aging test. This same informationis shown for
the Gardon Gauge sensor in Figures6.3-3 and 6.3-4. It can be seen that while
there is some scatterin the data, both sensorsshow good agreementbetween
the pre-testand post-testcalibrationas well as good stabilitythroughout
the test. This data combinedwith a post-testvisual inspectionindicatesthat
the thermalaging producedno seriousdegradationof either the embedded
thermocoupleor Gardon Gauge sensor.
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Figure 6.3-I Pre- and Post-ThermalSoak Test CalibrationData for the
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Figure 6.3-3 Pre- and Post-ThermalSoak Test CalibrationData for the Gardon
Gauge Sensor
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6.4 SENSORLEADWIREFAULTS
During the course of the test program,leadwireproblemswere encounteredwith
three sensors,all Gardon gauge sensorsfabricatedwith three conductorswaged
wire. The problemin each of the three sensorswas an open leadwire.The first
occurredprior to the initialcalibrationand was traced to an open in the
Chromelleadwireinternalto the blade but not in the sensor.This sensorwas
repairedby replacingthe leadwire.The second sensor,also in a blade, had
undergonenumerouscalibrationsand had been subjectedto 50 thermalcycles
and a lO hour thermal soak. The sensorwas recalibratedafter the tests and
was operationaland stable.The sensorthen failedwhen undergoingfurther
calibrations.The failurewas traced to a break in the Alumel leadwire,at the
sensor,where the wire exited the sheath.The situationwas correctedby
replacingthe leadwire and rebuildingthe sensor.The third sensorwas one
that had been installedin a vane for the High PressureFacility.The Chromel
lead to the sensorwas found to be open before the initialcalibration.The
sensorwas still operationalalthoughno referencetemperaturecould be
measured.The locationof the open was not determinedsince to determineif
the break was in the leadwireexternalor internalto the vane, the lead would
have had to be cut, renderingthe sensor totallyuseless.The retentionof an
operationalsensor was consideredto bemore importantthan determiningthe
exact locationof the open. Repairof this sensorwas impracticalsince the
window used to installthe instrumentationhad been welded back in place. The
number of open leadwiresencounteredis not consideredto be excessiveand
representsa qualitycontrol problemwith the leadwireratherthan a flaw in
the basic sensor design.
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7.0 FABRICATIONOF HARDWAREFORDELIVERY
Four MAR-M-509vanes from the NASAHigh Pressure Facility were instrumented
with heat flux sensors as deliverable items. Two of the vanes have two Gardon
Gauge sensors on the pressure side and two have two embedded thennocouple
sensors on the pressure side. The vanes were fabricated and instrumented
according to the techniques reported in Section 5.0 of this report. Figures
7.(_-I through 7.0-5 show a sequence of photographs tracing the installation of
instrumentation for a vane with two embedded thermocouple sensors. A similar
sequence for a vane with two Gardon Gauge sensor is shown in Figures 7.0-6 to
7.0-8. Figures 7.0-9 through 7.0-11 shows the closure of the instrumentation
window. The heat flux sensors were then calibrated with the Quartz Lamp
Calibration Facility described in Section 6.0 of this report. The vanes were
calibrated at two coolant gas flow conditions: at 124.1 kPa inlet pressure
with a flow of 103 kilograms per hour and at 48.3 kPa inlet pressure with a
flow of 55 kilograms per hour. The data from these calibrations indicated that
there were still difficulties with non-one-directional flow problems. It was
also noted that the trailing edge section of the vane was running hotter than
the rest of the vane surface. A ceramic shield was fabricated to slip over the
trailing edge to keep from overtemperaturing this area. The installation of
this shield altered the calibration values by a small amount by reducing the
amount of non-one-directional flow. All reported calibrations were run with
the trailing edge shield in place. The calibration data for these sensors are
presented in Figures 7.0-12 through 7.0-19.
Figure 7.0-I Vane with Instrumentation Window Removedand Slots Eloxed on
Pressure Surface Inside Wall for Construction of Embedded
Thermocoupl e Sensors
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Figure 7.0-2 Vane with Slots Eloxed on PressureSurface Hot Side Wall for
Constructionof EmbeddedThermocoupleSensors
Figure 7.0-3 Vane with InternalLeads Installedfor EmbeddedThermocouple
Sensors (surfacenot yet smoothed)
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Figure 7.0-4 Vane with ExternalLeads Installedon PressureSurface Hot Side
Wall for EmbeddedThermocoupleSensors (surfacenot yet smoothed)
Figure 7.0-5 Vane with ExternalLeads Installedon PressureSurface Hot Wall
for EmbeddedThermocoupleSensor (aftersmoothing)
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Figure 7.0-6 Vane with InstrumentationWindow Removedand EloxingComplete
for Constructionof Gardon Gauge Sensors
Figure 7.0-7 Vane with Leads Installedfor Gardon Gauge Sensors (ceramicnot
yet installedand surfacenot yet smoothed)
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Figure 7.0-8 Vane with CompletedGardon Gauge Sensors
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Figure 7.0-9 Vane with Window that was Removedfor InstrumentationHeld in
Place by TackweldedStrip for Reweldinginto Vane
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Figure 7.0-10 Vane with InstrumentationWindow Reweldedinto Place
Figures7.0-11 CompletedVane with Rewelded InstrumentationWindow Smoothed
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Figure 7.0-13 CalibrationData for Gardon Gauge Sensors Installedin Vanes for
the High PressureFacility
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Figure 7.0-14 CalibrationData for GardonGauge Sensors Installedin Vanes for
the High PressureFacility
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Figure 7.0-15 CalibrationData for Gardon Gauge Sensors Installedin Vanes for
the High PressureFacility
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Figure 7.0-17 CalibrationData for EmbeddedThermocoupleSensors Installedin
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8.0 CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
The heat flux sensors developed in this phase of the Turbine Blade and Vane
Heat Flux Sensor Development program met the objectives of the program.
Specific conclusions drawn from the results are listed below.
o All of the blade and vane materials tested produced stable thermoelectric
output to 1250K when paired with conventional thermocouple elements and
can be used as a part of the thermoelectric circuitry of the heat flux
sensors.
o The two heat flux sensor designs developed in this program produce
accurate heat flux measurements and are capable of withstanding thermal
cycle and thermal soak conditions in a laboratory environment.
o Fabrication techniques defined for the instrumentation of blades and vanes
are suitable for engine testing.
o The calibration techniques for blades and vanes are affected by
non-one-directional flow variations. Although these variations are evident
in the data, the calibrations are still within + 5%accuracy.
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results achieved in this phase of the program and the conclusions
drawn, the following recommendations are offered for the further development
of heat flux sensors for application to turbine blades and vanes in an engine
envi ronment.
o Heat flux sensors fabricated into blades should be tested under rotation
to ensure that the designs will withstand centrifugal loading.
o Heat flux sensors fabricated into both blades and vanes should be proof
tested in an engine test to verify the design.
o The heat flux sensor calibration techniques should be analytically
reviewed and changes made to the techniques and the calibration devices to
minimize the non-one-directional flow effects.
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APPENDIXB
MATERIAL PROPERTIESUSED FOR HEAT TRANSFERANALYSES
65
The thermalanalyses performedon the candidatesensorsare discussedin
Section4.2. In order to performthese analyses,certainpropertiesare
requiredfor each of the materialsused. The materialpropertiesrequiredare
densities,thermalconductivities,and specificheats.These propertieswere
readilyavailablethroughinternalliteratureand are presentedin Table B-I
and FiguresB-l throughB-8.
TABLE B-I
DENSITIESOF MATERIAL
MAR-M-509 8.8 g/cm3
Alloy 454 8.6 g/cm_
B1900 + Hf 8.2 g/cm_
Alumel 8.6 g/cm_
Chromel 8.7 g/cm_
MgO 3.8 g/cm_
Wire 5.4 g/cm_
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APPENDIXC
THERMOELECTRICPROPERTIESOF SUPERALLOYS
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Table C-I lists the curves (FiguresC-l throughC-ll) which presentthe
resultsof the thermoelectrictests versus platinum.In order to make the
thermoelectricdata easier to use, third order polynomialcurve fits were
producedfor each of the data sets. Curve fits were producedfor each
superalloyversus both platinumand Alumel.The curve fit resultsare
presentedin Table C-II. Tabulardata for these alloys has been computed from
those equationsand is presentedat lO0 C intervalsversus platinumin Table
C-III and versus Alumel in Table C-IV. The tables are producedto one decimal
place to indicatethe greateruncertaintyin the thermoelectricoutput of
these engineeringmaterialscomparedto thermoelectricalloy materials.This
uncertaintyis the result of the larger allowablevariationof the alloy
constituentsof engineeringmaterials.
TABLE C-I
INDEXOF CURVESOF THERr_OELECTRICDATAVERSUSPLATINUM
Figure C-l SummaryCurve of Superalloy
ThermoelectricData vs Platinum
NickelBaseMaterials
Figure C-2 Alloy 454 (PWA 1480)
Figure C-3 B-1900 (PWA 663)
Figure C-4 B-1900 + Hf (PWA 1455)
Figure C-5 Hastelloy-X (PWA I038)
Figure C-6 Inconel792 (PWA 1456)
Figure C-7 Inconel713C (PWA 655)
Figure C-8 MAR-_I-247 (PWA 1447)
Figure C-9 MAR-M-200+ Hf (PWA 1422)
CobaltBaseMaterials
Figure C-lO MAR-M-509 (PWA 647)
Figure C-ll WI-52 (PWA 653)
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Table C-II
THIRDORDERCURVEFITS TOTHETHERMOELECTRICTESTDATA
Nickel BasedMaterials
Alloy 454 versus Platinum E.M.F. = -3.01 + 5.34 X 10-3 T + 2.18 X 10-5 T2 - 4.98 X I0 -g
Alloy 454 versus Alumel E.M.F. = -6.31 + 1.98 X 10-2 T + 1.38 X 10-5 T2 - 1.72 X I0 -g
B-I900 versus Platinum E,M.F, = -3.67 + 5.36 X I0 -3 T + 3.22 X I0 "5 T2 - 1.12 X 10-8
B-IgO0 versus Alumel E.M.F. = -6.84 + 1,90 X 10-2 T + 2.55 X I0 -S T2 - 8,45 X I0 -g
B-lgOO+Hfversus Plattnum E.M.F. = -3.81 + 6.47 X 10-3 T + 3.00 X 10-5 T2 - 9.gl X 10-g
B-lgOO+Hfversus Alumel E.M.F. = -7.36 + 2.21 X 10-2 T + 2.01 X 10-5 T2 - 5.83 X 10-9
Hastelloy-X versus Plattnum E.M.F. = -0.86 + 3.36 X 10-5 T + 1.17 X 10-5 T2 - 1.10 X 10-9
Hastelloy-X versus Alumel E.M.F. = -4.18 + 1.44 X 10-2 T + 3.50 X 10-6 T2 + 2.36 X 10-9
Inconel 792 versus Plattnum E.M.F. = -2.70 + 4.26 X 10-3 T + 2.17 X 10-5 T2 - 5.12 X 10-9
Inconel 792 versus Alumel E.M.F. = -6.27 + 1.9g X 10-2 T + 1.20 X 10-5 T2 - 1.11 X 10-9
Inconel 713Cversus Plattnum E.M.F. = -4.22 + 8.87 X 10-3 T + 2.55 X 10-5 T2 - 8.90 X 10-9
Inconel 713Cversus Alumel E:M.F. = -7.21 + 2.17 X 10-2 T + 1.97 X 10-5 T2 - 6.4g X 10-9
MAR,M-247versus Plattnum E.M.F. = -3.23 + 4.02 X 10-3 T + 3.12 X 10-5 T2 - 1.02 X 10-8
MAR-H-247versus Alumel E.M.F. = -6.89 + 2.02 X 10-2 T + 2.06 X 10-5 T2 - 5.79 X 10"9
MAR-M-2OO+Hfversus Platinum E.M.F. = -3.48 + 5.86 X 10-3 T + 2.72 X 10-5 T2 - 8.26 X 10-9
HAR-M-2OO+Hfversus Alumel E.M.F. = -6.93 + 2.09 X 10-2 T + 1.83 X 10-5 T2 - 4.53 X 10-9
Cobalt BasedMatert al s
MAR-M-509versus Platinum E.M.F. = -1.32 + 1.59 X 10-3 T + 1.23 X 10-5 T2 - 2.46 X 10-9
MAR-M-S09versus Alumel E.M.F. = -4.88 + 1.73 X 10-2 T + 2.59 X 10-6 T2 - 1.52 X 10-9-
WI-52 versus Platinum E.M.F. = -1.66 + 2.80 X 10-3 T + 1.26 X 10-5 T2 - 2.84 X 10-9
WI-52versusAlumel E.M.F.= -4.85+ 1.64X 10-2 T + 5.52X 10-6 T2 - 1.03X 10-10
(E.M.F.is in mi111voltsand temperatureis In Kelvln)
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TABLE C-Ill
THERMOELECTRICCHARACTERISTICSOF ENGINEERINGMATERIALSVERSUS PLATINUM
Output,millivolts
Temperature
Celsius A11oy 545 B-1900 B-l900+Hf HASTELLOY-XINCONEL792
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lO0 1.8 2.2 2.3 0.7 1.6
200 3.9 4.9 4.9 1.7 3.6
300 6.3 7.9 7.9 2.8 5.9
400 8.9 II.l II.l 4.1 8.4
500 ll.8 14.5 14.5 5.7 ll.2
600 15.0 18.1 18.1 7.4 14.2
700 18.2 21.7 21.8 9.2 17.3
800 21.7 25.3 25.4 Il.3 20.5
900 25.2 28.9 29.1 13.5 23.9
1000 28.8 32.2 32.6 15.9 27.3
Output,millivolts
Temperature INCONEL MAR-M-200
Celsius 713C MAR-M-247 +Hf MAR-M-509 WI-52
0 -O.l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lO0 2.2 2.1 2.1 0.9 l.O
200 4.7 4.6 4.5 1.9 2.2
300 7.6 7.4 7.3 3.2 3.5
400 I0.6 I0.5 I0.3 4.6 5.1
500 13.8 13.8 13.5 6.1 6.7
600 17.0 17.3 16.9 7.8 8.5
700 20.4 20.8 20.4 9.6 I0.4
800 23.7 24.4 23.9 ll.5 12.3
900 26.9 28.0 27.5 13.5 14.4
lO00 30.0 31.4 31.0 15.6 16.5
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TABLE C-IV
THERMOELECTRICCHARACTERISTICSOF E_'GINEERINGMATERIALSVERSUSALUMEL
Output, millivolts
Temperature
Cel si us A11oy 545 B-1900 B-1900+Hf HASTELLOY-XINCONEL792
0 0.I 0.I 0.I 0.I 0.0
I00 2.9 3.4 3.4 1.8 2.8
200 6.0 7.0 7.0 3.7 5.7
300 9.2 10.8 10.8 5.7 8.9
400 12.7 14.9 14.8 7.8 12.2
500 16.5 19.2 19.0 I0.I 15.8
600 20.4 23.6 23.4 12.6 19.5
700 24.4 28.0 27.8 15.3 23.4
800 28.7 32.5 32.3 18.2 27.5
900 33.1 36.9 36.8 21.3 31.8
I000 37.7 41.2 41.3 24.7 36.2
Output, millivolts
Temperature INCONEL MAR-M-200
Cel si us 713C MAR-M-247 +Hf MAR-M-509 WI-52
0 0.I 0.0 0.I 0.0 0.0
lO0 3.3 3.2 3.2 1.9 2.0
200 6.8 6.7 6.6 3.7 4.1
300 I0.5 I0.4 I0.2 5.6 6.3
400 14.3 14.3 14.0 7.5 8.7
500 18.3 18.4 18.1 9.3 ll.l
600 22.4 22.6 22.3 ll.2 13.6
700 26.6 26.9 26.6 13.0 16.2
800 30.7 31.4 31.0 14.8 19.0
900 34.9 35.8 35.5 16.5 21.8
1000 39.0 40.3 40.0 18.2 24.8
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